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Why Frank Walter Can't Be Categorised 

At MMK Frankfurt, a retrospective housed in a group exhibition mirrors 
the artist's rejection of conventional classifications 

S BY SARAH E. JAMES IN REVIEWS I 16 OCT 20 

It is impossible not to read Fronk Walter's biography into his art. Born in 1926 in Antigua - a West Indian island whose 

people were repressed and murdered under British colonial rule from the 1600s, only gaining full independence in 1981 

- Walter was a descendent of both plantation owners and slaves. In the 1950s, he travelled for a decade around Britain 

and West Germany (home of his ancestors) via Fronce, Switzerland, Italy and Venezuela. During his time in northern 

England and the Rhineland, he worked as a miner, in a boatyard and at a lamp factory. It was then that he began to 

paint the abstract works which ore at the centre of his current exhibition, 'Fronk Walter: A Retrospective', at Frankfurt's 

Museum fur Moderne Kunst (MMK). 

The breadth and volume of Walter's production is staggering: he created more than 5,000 paintings on wood, 

Masonite, cordboard, paper and linoleum with watercolour, crayon, pencil, shellac and oil paint; he carved more than 

600 wooden sculptures and authored more than 50,000 pages of poetry, political essays and prose. Comprising more 

than 400 paintings, sculptures and texts, this exhibition also puts Walter's work into conversation with pieces by 12 

contemporary artists - including John Akomfrah, Kader Attia, Julien Creuzet, Isaac Julien and Howardena Pindell -

making it a retrospective housed inside a group show. 









Walter created many imaginary and abscure alter egas, such as 7th Prince af the West Indies, Lord of Follies and the 

Ding-a-Ding-Nook, which, despite sounding surreal, all referenced plantations and properties once owned by the 

Walter family in the 18th century. He also became briefly obsessed with the British royal family: writing in his poem 

'Odin, God of the Wind, God of the Sea' (c. 1960), that Princess Margaret should be his bride and constructing 

elaborate fictive genealogies, some of which connected him to Charles II of England. In the accompanying catalogue, 

we also learn that Walter suffered a nervous breakdown in 1965 on a boat journey to Britain and, whilst denied access 

to the UK, that he hallucinated about Neptune and sea monsters during his incarceration on the ship. His substantial 

series of small, round paintings - which fill one large upstairs gallery - possibly relate to this experience of gazing out 

of portholes and maritime psychosis. It is in this psychic and scarred landscape, where autobiography and aesthetics 

meet, that Walter's work sits. For example, the many wooden sculptures he produced were originally created not as art, 

but os idols to protect him, and were carefully arranged around his home. 

John Akomfroh, The Unfinished Conversation, 2012, video still. Courtesy: the artist and 
Lisson Gallery© Smoking Dog Films 

Arguably the most successful dialogue staged in the show is between Walter's abstract work and Akomfrah's video The 

Unfinished Conversation (2012). An homage to the sociologist and founder of cultural studies, Stuart Hall, its three 

screens shift between colour and black and white, between archival documentary and cinema. Biography blends into 

politics, as footage of the Caribbean landscape meets the austere working-class streets of 1950s Britain. The cosmic, 

the natural and the familial collide, with shots of the moon and astronauts juxtaposed with those of Hall's baby and 

sunny beach holidays - neatly foregrounding the some complex triangle of issues within Walter's work ond offering a 

nuanced but conflicted notion of hybrid identity closest to the artist's own. 

'Frank Walter: A Retrosp� is on view at MMK Frankfurt until 14 November 2020 

Main image: Frank Walter, Untitled, undated, oil on corrugated cardboard, 12.6 x 22.4 cm. Courtesy: the Estate of Frank Walter; photograph: Axel Schneider 
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